[2], also emerge as a candidate for w i d = mmmunic+ tion systembeyond 3G. Cambining t h e two technique t h d o r e have the abXty to achievebetter performance. 
So, multi-carrier
Then L zexs is added to the tail of each block, where
To assure frequency domain equalization by FFT, it is assumed that N 2 L. Each zero-padded block is with length M = N + L and transmitted via the wirelm channels.
a. Downlink (base station to mobile). A mobile unit r&ves a signal (before implementing the DFT) in basebandas
Lis an upper bound for orders of all channel re3pomes. 
where H is a M x N Toeplite matrix with first column b. Uplink (mdile to base station). The difference between downlink and uplids is that in downlink there is only one channel (for the d&ed receiver), while in uplink there are K channels. For synchronized system, the base station receives a signal as 
where I meam dividing in number theory. S i A is invdble, we can also prove that H ( z ) I a ( z ) . Hence, there exists a Scaar X # 0 such that H ( z ) = A&). So,
which can be written into vector form as 1,2,. . . , K) are h e a r independent, we or HC = XHC.
Theplrysicam~ofassumption(A3)isthatthere is not a m m m o n zero for the spreading polynom'ak o f the K users, which is easy to satis& in practice. A s sumption (A3) has nothing to do with the &anmi, that is, by properly chocehg the spreding codes, the subspace method is valid in any channel conditions. Even if the assumption (A3) is not satisfied, theorem 1 s t i l l holds obviously if H ( z ) (a(,) ) is relatively prime with ~(C (1)(3),C(2)(,) ,...,C(K)(z)), that is, thechannel does not have a mmmon zero with at least one spxad-
ing polynomial, which is almost s d y (with probability one) guaranteed for random channels.
w. SUBSPACE ALGOFSTHM FOR UPLINK (9)
Like the downlink -e, a subspace method can only determine span(HC). A tough task is to study if HC can be uniquely determined (up to some ambiguity) from span(HC). ~n general, if we have another possible channel matrix 8, which has the same form as H with h(Z) replaced by L(z), such that span(HC)-(HC), we can only say that there exists an invertible matrix A such that H C = HCA. From the de6nitiom of the m+ trim, we can turn this condition into a equivalent form
.. - The true channel d a e n t s are used here only for verification and never be used elsewhere. The normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the gtimated and
Now we set another assumption for the spreading codes: The assumption is only imposed on the spreading codesandha nothingtodowiththechannek. However, thephysiel meaning ofit remains tobeiwgtigatedfurther.
V. SIMULATIONS
In the following, R, is computed by R, = E(%=!) % qx,!, where L, is the number of blak samples The subspace methods leave a scalar or diagonal matrix ambiguity rgpectively for downlink and uplink, which cannot be resolved by SOS based Mind method. For the purpose of verification, it is obtained as fdlows. For downlink, let 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Subpace methods have b e n propad for gtimating the channel r g p o n s a of a =*padding OFDM-CDMA system. Under some reasonable assumptions, it is mathematidly pmed that s u k p a c e method for downlink can estimate the channel subjed to a scalar e ity, and the method for upk& can give the channel r e p n s a subject to a diagonal matrix ambiguity. Owing to -padding, the suhpace methods do not need p r e cise channd order information (only an upper b o d for the orders is required). Simulatiom show that the metB ods are effective and robust. 
